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THE BENEFITS OF BUILDING RSS LINKWHEELS...
• No Need to Outsource...Do-It-Yourself Approach!
• Re-purpose Content Over and Over!
• Build It Once and Forget It!
• Continues to Build One-Way Backlinks On Auto-Pilot!
• RSS Feeds Continue to Update Your Micro-Blogs!
• Saves You Time...and Saves You Money!
• Improve Search Engine Ranking!
• Improve Search Engine Traffic!
• Anxious to See Proof...Go to Last Page for Screenshots!

Introduction to RSS Sage Linkwheels

I have for some time contemplated writing a report, or an ebook that would provide real value 

based on something I have learned or discovered with regard to Internet Marketing. I did not  

want  to  write  a  rehash  of  all  the  other  information  that  is  already  available  from  other  

resources. I also didn't want to cobble together information that was bits and pieces of work  

that other  people have presented in one way or another  about  article marketing,  posting 

comments on blogs and forums, private label rights, and so on. I started testing an idea I call 

the  “Linkwheel Sage”. This report is a step-by-step guide on putting into action the latest 

version of  this  linkwheel.  It  details  my approach of  selecting a number of  micro-blogging 

platforms and combining RSS feeds as a method of linking these websites together to create 

an automated linkwheel. If you don't know what a linkwheel is, I have included a section that  

describes the concept behind linkwheels and the basic methods used for building linkwheels.  

Throughout this guide I also will  explain why you may want to build linkwheels, how they 

work, and where you will want to use linkwheels.

RSS Linkwheels are unique because you can essentially build them once and forget them. 

These  are  linkwheels  have  content  updated  via  RSS feeds.  These Linkwheels will  also 

continue to create backlinks to your websites and blogs, freeing up your time to do more 

important things.



RSS Linkwheels can be designed and put into action using mostly free online resources. You 

do not have to buy domain names, learn how to write html code, purchase additional hosting  

accounts, or spend any money on software, plugins or other services. This guide will show 

you everything you need to do step-by-step and provides links to free online resources. - 

Evan Beck / http://rssmage.net

Linkwheels Defined
Do a search on Google for "Link wheel" or "Linkwheel" and you will find that there are (at the 

time of this writing) 124,000,000 indexed pages. Yes, that is  One Hundred Twenty Four 

Million results! Search on Google Images and you will  find 39 million results,  and for a 

search  on  Google  Videos  179,000  results.  Needless  to  say,  there  is  a  lot  of  different 

information and opinions presented online about link-wheels and how they work. If you just try 

watch all the videos available...you will never get around to building your first linkwheel. 

Most of the information found on a search will show you how to build a linkwheel, but not an 

RSS powered linkwheel, and that is the purpose of this guide. You have better things to do  

online besides spending all your time learning how to build linkwheels. Many of the search  

results will lead to websites or marketing blogs promoting a paid report, paid services, or an 

affiliate link of some sort. I am showing you how to build the best kind of link wheel there is...  

and how to do it at no or little cost.

Linkwheels have been around for several  years now, but new ways are constantly being 

tested to improve on this method of link building. Linkwheels were originally developed as a 

http://rssmage.net/


search engine optimization strategy to improve search engine placement for target websites. 

The target websites usually were static websites with content that did not get updated very 

often. A target website is just the main website or blog that you want to send traffic.

Since search engines have evolved to favor sites with content that is updated on a regular  

basis, SEO experts discovered that blogs ranked well for this reason. Eventually, many Web 

2.0 websites have become popular as free blogging platforms. Because of the inherent nature 

of these sites containing so much content, they have also attained high rankings in the search 

engines as resources for new content. 

For this same reason, micro-blogging has become a popular way to not only create links, but 

to use a linking scheme to improve the passing of Page Rank (sometimes called link juice) 

and make these backlinks even more powerful.

There are so many variables for link-wheels that we will focus on the basic concepts instead 

of trying to describe the many different methods of building linkwheels. The subject of this 

guide is how to build a very specific kind of linkwheel that is semi-automated and updates 

via RSS feeds.

In general, here are a few of the overall benefits of linkwheels:

1. Recent updates in the search engines allow new links from Web 2.0 type properties 
to be indexed in minutes instead of days or weeks.

2.  Search engines  currently are focused on social media as part of their  metric to 
collect information from online user profiles.

3. Almost all micro-blogging sites and social media sites are free to join, free to use, 
and easy to learn to build.

4. A large number of backlinks can be leveraged from authority sites and Web2.0 sites 
that the search engines already favor.

Depending on the  given niche,  you  will  discover  that  in  many instances it  is  possible  to 

dominate search positions by simply creating a few simple micro-blogs and connecting them 

together in a linkwheel using RSS feeds. The reason for this is that the vast majority of people 

entering online marketing are taught to just keep building thousands of links from social media 



sites and bookmarking sites. They do not build a balanced link profile, because all of the links  

are from the same type of online resources and the same user accounts.

Building linkwheels will take less time, and you do the work only once in most cases. Another 

advantage of linkwheels is it it's hard for links from these sites to be characterized as spam. 

This is considered off-site SEO and it would be very difficult for search engines to discriminate 

or downgrade links from Web 2.0 sites. Even if things change dramatically in the future, the 

loss of these one-way links would unlikely result in you websites and blogs being de-indexed.

So, a simple linkwheel can be defined as creating a network of 5-6 related micro-blogs, using 

keyword-rich anchor text links as one-way links back to your main target site, and one-way 

links connecting from each mini-site in a linear scheme. [A > B > C > D > E > F > (A)] The 

operative term here is "one-way links".

Another key factor is that these linkwheels are built on popular sites that are often PR5, PR6,  

PR7 and higher.  Not to get too complicated, but this is where the passing of Page Rank 

comes in. This technique is actually passing some of the value (link juice) from one site to the

next in a cumulative fashion. However, Matt Cutts, the well-known engineer from Google, has 

many times stated in articles and videos that you cannot sustain infinite Page Rank. The 

value of links has to degrade in a closed loop. This is why you should use what is called 
an "open" or horseshoe linkwheel versus a 'closed loop" linkwheel. We will talk about 

this more in the step-by-step actions. It also is good to note here that you never want to have  

reciprocal links. These are links pointing back and forth between two websites, two blogs, or 

two of any kind of online pages.

Example Link Wheels 
There are many, many micro-blogs, social media sites, and Web 2.0 websites that you can 

choose from to use. In fact, there probably are hundreds. In most circumstances you will likely 

find a half a dozen or so that you like, and you can just create new user accounts, passwords,  

and profiles to use these same sites over-and-over again.



Micro-Blogs I like for Linkwheels and Why
When it comes to building an  RSS Linkwheel, there are a few things you will first have to 

determine. I like to make sure the sign-up process is easy, make sure I can create multiple 

accounts, test the user interface for ease-of-use, and read the TOS (Terms of Service). 

This may sound like a "no-brainer", but you need to look for websites that have a built-in RSS 

feed. In a pinch you can always make an RSS feed and I use http://feedage.com/ for this. 

You  have  to  register  for  an  account,  then  just  remember  to  save  your  username  and 

password, and you are done. 

Since we will be connecting these sites using RSS feeds, you also need to be sure that you  

can imbed an RSS feed into the pages of the site. I also don't like to fuss with html code, so I 

look for sites that allow you to copy and paste an RSS feed link, or can be  RSS widget 

enabled.

Below is a chart illustrating my current favorite Web 2.0 sites. This is in the order that I usually 

set these up for rotation in the wheel (the last link being left open), but we will come back to

that later. Another tip is to use popular sites that have been online for some time. 

http://feedage.com/


Unfortunately, some of the free blogging sites do shut down, get sold, or become paid sites. 

At the time of this writing, all of the websites mentioned are free, or have a free option.

Remember that all site are not created equal. Below is a short list of sites that are currently  

available (a larger list is included with the course). At the same time, stick with what works for  

you.  There  is  no  real  reason to  mix and match,  build  too many sites,  or  cause yourself  

additional work. Some of the obvious ones like Squidoo and Wordpress I have tested for 

using this method, and some I have not. This list is alphabetical.

Blogsome.com / http://blogsome.com
Beep.com / http://www.beep.com
Devhub.com / http://www.devhub.com
HubPages.com / http://hubpages.com
Jigsy.com/ / http://jigsy.com
LiveJournal.com / http://www.livejournal.com
Squidoo.com / http://www.squidoo.com
Weebly.com/ http://www.weebly.com
Webnode.com / http://www.webnode.com
Wordpress.org / http://wordpress.com
Yolasite.com / http://www.yola.com

Other Valuable Resource Links:
Feedage.com /  http://www.feedage.com/html2rss (used for  creating  RSS feed links for 
sites without RSS feeds)
WebRSS.com /  http://www.webrss.com (use this site to convert any RSS feed to display 
content on any website or Blog for FREE)

LET'S GET STARTED BUILDING RSS LINKWHEELS...

Step One: Ezinearticles.com (http://ezinearticles.com)

Some people may take issue with this, but I like using EzineArticles as the anchor micro-site. 

This will force you to write unique articles that you can then revise and submit to to a few 

other  article  directories.  EzineArticles is  still  well  respected,  has a great  author  bio  page 

where you can add other links, and it also has an embedded RSS feed. This site will have a  

link to your main target website, and any other links to mini-blogs. Get in the habit of writing at  

least one article a week, and at the end of the year you will have over 50 articles that will send 

you traffic for years to come. You also will learn how to write. This is the only site in the link  

wheel that you need to consider writing new content for on a regular basis. Throughout this  

http://ezinearticles.com/
http://www.webrss.com/
http://www.feedage.com/html2rss
http://www.yola.com/
http://wordpress.com/
http://www.webnode.com/
http://www.weebly.com/
http://www.squidoo.com/
http://www.livejournal.com/
http://jigsy.com/
http://hubpages.com/
http://www.devhub.com/
http://www.beep.com/
http://blogsome.com/


example, my target website is  http://rssmage.net and the main keyword phrase is  “RSS 
Link Wheels”. See Sample: http://ezinearticles.com/?expert=EM_Beck

Step Two: Blogger.com (http://  www.blogger.com  )

A Blogger blog is important to our scheme, because as part of Google, Blogger is visited often 

by the Google search engine robots. This almost guarantees that content on this site will be 

indexed in the Google search engine. The goal here is to have anchor text links to the main  

target website, anchor text links back to your EzineArticles author bio page, and an RSS feed  

from EzineArticles embedded on this blog. This is the first leg of the RSS Sage Linkwheel and 

this blog will be automatically updated whenever a new article is published on EzineArticles.  

You should also always embed a separate related RSS news feed on each site of the 
link wheel. This keeps the link wheel updated with new content. I usually just publish four 

to five pages on Blogger, and then embed the RSS feeds. You also can post status updates 

from Ping.fm or a similar social media feed. These will update as posts. 

See Sample: http://rsslinkwheels.blogspot.com

http://rsslinkwheels.blogspot.com/
http://www.blogger.com/
http://www.blogger.com/
http://ezinearticles.com/?expert=EM_Beck
http://rssmage.net/


SAMPLE ILLUSTRATIONS: Above are examples of links back to EzineArticles. The first 
illustrates  “anchor  text”  links,  and  the  second is  an  embedded  RSS feed  using  a 
widget available from the EzineArticles website author account page.

Step Three: WetpaintCentral.com (http://wetpaintcentral.com)

Wetpaint is a nifty wiki site that allow you to create pages and embed photos, html, video, and 

RSS feeds. You can potentially have other people writing these sites for you by allowing other  

members to edit your site. Here again, I write one solid main page on topic, and sometimes 

embed a related video. The main objective with all of these sites is to create links, so don't be  

to concerned about becoming an accomplished author. This site will have anchor text links to 

the main target site, anchor text links back to the Blogger.com site, and most importantly an 

RSS feed from the Blogger site embedded. This content will update every time the blogger 

site is updated with new content. Hopefully you are beginning to see the power of how these 

mini-sites get updated automatically. In fact, once the linkwheel is complete, anytime any site 

in rotation is updated with content, the successive sites connected in the link wheel will be  

updated. See Sample: http://linkwheelsage.wetpaint.com

http://linkwheelsage.wetpaint.com/
http://wetpaintcentral.com/


Step Four: Webs.com (http://www.webs.com)

As we continue the process we are adding each new site, creating some unique content, and 

then creating anchor text links back to the main target website using keyword phrases, adding 

anchor text links back to the previous micro-blog, and then finally adding an RSS feed from 

Wetpaint embedded on this site (and a separate RSS news feed is a good idea). As we 

create more links, these links from the entire link-wheel will continue to populate links around 

the net as they get indexed. We are almost done! The illustration for this step is on the next  

page. You can also visit the websites in any of these steps to see how the sites and pages are 

designed, and how the individual links work. I like Webs because it is super simple to set up,  

easy to edit, and easy to publish.

See Sample: http://rssmarketing.webs.com

http://rssmarketing.webs.com/
http://www.webs.com/


Step Five: Weebly.com (http://www.weebly.com)

We now have reached the last micro-blog in this example. Here I would like to mention that  

you can continue to add more sites to your RSS Sage Linkwheel. At the same time it may not  

be necessary. Much of your decision will have to do with the competition you have in any 

particular marketing niche you choose. In this last leg of the link wheel we will be creating 

anchor text links back to the main target website as usual (but do not create a link back to 
EzineArticles, as this is an “open” linkwheel). You then will also create anchor text links 

back to Webs.com, and proceed to also embed an RSS feed from Webs.com (you also can 

include an RSS news feed). See Sample: http://rsslinkwheels.weebly.com/

http://rsslinkwheels.weebly.com/
http://www.weebly.com/


IMPORTANT: Whatever site you decide to terminate your RSS Linkwheel with, you want 
to make sure that you do not close the loop. Previously, it was mentioned that  we want 
an “open linkwheel”. This simply means that we will not complete the loop by adding a 
link of any kind back to EzineArticles.com from the last leg. Again, the last micro-blog 
in your linkwheel is the termination point. In this example it is Weebly.com. You do not  
want to have a continuous loop (a completed wheel), because this would lead to Page 
Rank not being passed along in any meaningful way.  

Additional Linkwheel Tips and Tricks
The websites below have been mentioned before, but I wanted expand a little about each 

website for clarification, and to demonstrate how important these tools are for creating an 

RSS Linkwheel.  Without these tools it  would be much harder and perhaps impossible to 

create a linkwheel using RSS feeds.



Feedage.com
There are many sites online that allow you to make an RSS feed from just about any website. 
I have had very few sites that I was unable to convert to an RSS feed, and none of these 
have been any of the micro-blog sites that I mention in this guide. I like to find one thing that  
works and stick with it. This is the case with Feedage.com. I have never encountered any 
issue with this site not working properly. You will find that this site has all kinds of bells and  
whistles and things you can do with RSS feeds. I only use this site for one thing, and that is  
creating RSS feeds for sites that do not already have an RSS feed available.
 

WebRSS.com
I will always remember the time I came across this website and the tool I recommend on this  
site. I had been searching for some time to find a tool that would convert RSS xml code back 



to html so I could embed a feed and make it readable to both visitors and the search engines 
as text in a post or page. There are many widgets for RSS, but I have never found one that 
could be embedded into a page or post that made the text look like part of the copy. These 
customized feeds allow you to change variable like font size, paragraph  width and even color.  
This site is a real lifesaver. If you have the ability, make a donation via the PayPal button. I  
hope they never take this site down.

Final Observations and Good Practice Policies
There really is no need to be concerned about  people using this  technique to  spam the  

search engines, simply because it involves a certain amount of work and most people are too 

lazy too even complete their first  RSS Sage Linkwheel. However, here are some obvious 

cautions. Do everything in moderation. You may think you can outsmart the search engines,  

but too much of a good thing is never good.

Have the intention of attempting to do your best when it comes to providing content. Be aware 

that spinning content until it no longer makes sense in any language is not of value to anyone. 

Even though this RSS Linkwheel scheme can be deemed as off-site SEO, you don't want to 

look like a hack, or damage your online reputation.  Anything worth doing is   worth   doing   

right!

I  prefer  to  build my own RSS Linkwheels,  but  if  you have a team of  site developers,  or 

outsourcers that do this type of work for you, make sure they get the proper training and that  

they follow the instructions in this guide. Be aware that this  RSS Sage Linkwheel strategy 

can be very powerful, but things do change and will change. It may not be a surefire way to 

get credible links in the future. Do your own share of research, test different things, and be  

sure that you have high quality links and build a link profile from multiple sources. Another 

thing would be sure to build slow and steady. Google in particular likes sites that grow in a  

natural progression. Creating 5,000 links to any site overnight is asking for trouble.

Building backlinks and bookmarking your link wheel sites - Just like with any SEO plan, 

you should build backlinks to your main urls and to internal pages. The best way to do this is  

to go ahead and create several links as you are creating content and pages using popular  

social  bookmarking.  You  also want  to  submit  your  feeds to  RSS directories.  This  course 



includes a resource list of RSS directories, and a free copy of RSS Announcer software to 

submit feeds as bonuses.

This linkwheel model works best if you commit to creating one unique article each week and 

submitting the article for publication to the first link in the wheel, EzineArticles. In effect this 

puts the link wheel in motion. Also, note that the Blogspot Blog is also very important. The 

“post and ping” feature of Blogger can be very powerful. I often make a quick post to create a 

link  to  content  that  I  want  to  be  reasonbly  sure  will  get  indexed.  Here  is  an  example:  

http://rsslinkwheels.blogspot.com/2011/10/combining-rss-feeds-and-linkwheels.html

More Link Wheel Resources
I always trial and test new ideas, and the idea to incorporate RSS feeds into a linkwheel just  

hit me one day. This is the unique approach behind the RSS Sage Linkwheel. 

Be sure you stay on the mailing list, as there are plans to offer future information and tools for 

using  RSS feeds  to  create  powerful  backlinks  and  improve  search  engine  ranking.  New 

expanded tutorials are on the way that will include videos.

These tools and techniques will  be especially useful for enabling Wordpress sites to work  

seamlessly in the background to create multiple RSS feeds for distribution and syndication 

around the web.

Just opt-in to the newsletter in the right-hand sidebar at  www.RSSMage.net, and you will 

receive notifications, along with bonus offers available only to subscribers.

Below are a couple more credible resources about linkwheels that you may want to check out:

www.seolinkwheelers.com/blog
www.wisestartupblog.com/featured/seo-link-wheels

(See Some Page One Search Engine Ranking Results On Following Pages)

http://www.wisestartupblog.com/featured/seo-link-wheels
http://www.seolinkwheelers.com/blog
http://rssmage.net/
http://rsslinkwheels.blogspot.com/2011/10/combining-rss-feeds-and-linkwheels.html


NOTE: These sample screenshots are all first page search results for Broad Match. When 
testing for search engine results you want to make sure that you are not logged on to a Gmail 
or other Google account, as this will  skew the search results.  Additionally,  you want your 
searches  to  be  done  anonymously.  I  like  to  use  a  free  tool  that  you  can  find  at  
http://googlesharing.net. This is explained further in the tutorial videos.

http://googlesharing.net/


(see next page for more results)




